You may recognise Joshua Cunningham as singer-songwriter and guitarist from Australian band The Waifs, but interestingly enough he actually attended Moruya High. He started out at Moruya high in 1985 and went through to 1991. Josh says that the highlight of High School was, “The bonds of friendship were really special for me throughout high school, and the shared experience of going through those years together formed memories and that will endure for the rest of my life. I would have to say that people were the highlight of my time at Moruya High School.” He also said that this favourite thing about being at Moruya high was the sense of freedom and the beauty that surrounds the school. Many people aren’t lucky enough to experience the open space that a small coastal town has to offer.

Josh’s earliest ambition was to be a journalist. He then thought that nursing would be good. And after that his ambition was to do something in economics. Finally josh discovered that he wanted to be a guitarist. The highlight of josh’s year has been getting accepted to study theology in California. He had always wanted to do formal study but never had the time once he had joined the band.

Josh says it is no surprise that he became an “artist” because he always liked making things and being creative. Josh first expressed his musical creativity at age thirteen when he began playing guitar. Twenty-Two years have passed and Josh has flourished into an experienced and talented musician. Josh also played ukulele for about a year when he was seven before giving it up until recently when he began playing again.